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ABSTRACT: We demonstrate the formation of partial
dislocations in graphene at elevated temperatures of ≥500
°C with single atom resolution aberration corrected transmission electron microscopy. The partial dislocations spatially
redistribute strain in the lattice, providing an energetically
more favorable conﬁguration to the perfect dislocation. Lowenergy migration paths mediated by partial dislocation
formation have been observed, providing insights into the
atomistic dynamics of graphene during annealing. These
results are important for understanding the high temperature
plasticity of graphene and partial dislocation behavior in
related crystal systems, such as diamond cubic materials.
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unambiguous determination of single atom position and
bonding; images are instead of single atomic columns,
impeding identiﬁcation of atomic level dynamics.3−6 Monolayer
graphene, with its single atom thickness, is an ideal material
system for direct TEM imaging of atomic structure.7 The twodimensional nature of graphene precludes the existence of
screw dislocations, leaving only edge dislocations as the origin
of plastic deformation.8−11 These edge dislocations, together
with their glide and climb dynamics, were recently imaged at
single atom sensitivity.12 Their formation and annihilation has
been characterized,13,14 and the rippling associated with the
addition of dislocation cores has been shown to assist in strain
relief in the graphene lattice through out-of-plane distortions.15
However, the observation or prediction of partial dislocations
in monolayer graphene has not been reported, with experiments limited to the observation of partials in bilayer graphene,
where the system behaves as the thinnest exemplar of threedimensional graphite.16 Moreover, direct single atom imaging
of the migration dynamics of partials are lacking for any
material system.5,17 This lack of experimental data is of
particular relevance not just for graphene, but also for
understanding dislocation partials in materials extensively
used in the semiconductor industry, including strained silicon

islocations are underpinning defects that govern many
mechanical properties in materials, and understanding
their behavior is crucial for fundamental materials processing
techniques such as work hardening and annealing.1,2 The
underpinning role of dislocations in determining material
properties is particularly acute in relation to their governance of
plastic deformation, which is mediated by the formation,
motion and annihilation of dislocations. For many materials
dislocations will dissociate into a pair of Shockley partial
dislocations, extending the zero-dimensional, point defect core
of a perfect dislocation into an extended ribbon defect, a
stacking fault along which kinks or jogs may reside, that is
bounded by the partial dislocation pair. The dissociation
reduces the local strain in the crystal lattice and enables
dislocation migration through alternative mechanisms, such as
kink assisted diﬀusion.1 These migration mechanisms are of
particular interest in annealing processes, where elevated
temperatures lead to greater dislocation mobility and
annihilation, thus reducing the dislocation density. Manipulation of the dislocation density is the single most important
factor in controlling the mechanical properties of metals and
other materials, and as such is a crucial aspect of material
processing.2
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) has been
employed extensively to study the behavior of dislocations.
However, the inherent diﬃculties of interpreting a 3D structure
from a projected 2D image has historically precluded the
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Figure 1. (a) AC-TEM of a partial dislocation pair in graphene formed at 700 °C. Bright spots directly correspond to atomic positions. Image
processing details are given in Figure S2. Scale bar is 0.5 nm. (b) Atomic model of part a with unit cell vectors a1 and a2, Burger’s vector b(1,0),
Burger’s circuit and dislocation axes are marked. The insets discriminate between reconstructed (855) and nonreconstructed (bridged) bonding. (c)
Atomic model of the equivalent b(1,0) perfect dislocation. (d) Graphic illustrating the perfect dislocation with Burger’s vector b(1,0). (e) Graphic of a
b(1,0) partial dislocation pair described by Burger’s vectors bp1 and bp2, separated by a stacking fault, S. (f) Atomic models illustrating the in-plane
stacking fault generated by the 855 line defect. The perfect lattice exhibits AB stacking, however the inclusion of a bisecting 855 line defect leads to
AA stacking. The experimentally measured lattice contraction along the direction 2a2−a1 is also shown.

and germanium, in which they aﬀect electronic performance by
acting as sites of charge scattering and trapping.18 Such data are
also of interest from a fundamental metallurgical perspective,
where it may lead to a better understanding of the atomistic
mechanisms relevant to annealing processes.
In this work, we use low-voltage aberration corrected
transmission electron microscopy (AC-TEM) with an in situ
temperature controlled sample holder to reveal the atomic
structure and dynamics of partial dislocations in graphene.
Their formation was found to be temperature dependent, with
partial dislocations forming at 500 °C and above. Climb and
glide mechanisms of the partials have been captured,
demonstrating unique behavior to that found for perfect
dislocations.
Extended line defects were frequently observed in the
graphene lattice when heated to temperatures of 500 °C and
above (Figure 1a), with their formation typically occurring at
defect seeds before detaching, leaving an isolated partial
dislocation pair (Figure S1, Movie S1). The body of these
line defects act as in-plane stacking faults, while the
terminations at each end of the line are Shockley partial
dislocation cores (Figures S3 and S4). The partial dislocation
pair in Figure 1a has a Burger’s vector of b(1,0) (Figure 1b), with
the index (1,0) indicating the direction relative to the graphene
unit cell base vectors (a1, a2).9 The connected partial pair are
the equivalent to a single perfect dislocation, with the
equivalent b(1,0) perfect dislocation shown for comparison in
Figure 1c. An alternative partial dislocation structure with
similar characteristics to that in Figure 1a was also observed
(Figures S5−S8).
Parts d and e of Figure 1 summarize the key structural
diﬀerences between a perfect dislocation and a partial
dislocation pair. The perfect dislocation is a point defect,
whereas the equivalent pair of Shockley partials are separated
by an extended one-dimensional line defect; a twinning
boundary that can alternatively be interpreted as in-plane
stacking fault that alters the lattice from AB to AA stacking
(Figure 1f and Figure S9). This line defect has an 855-ring
bonding arrangement,19,20 but was also observed in the

nonreconstructed bridging conﬁguration (Figure 1b inserts),
described in more detail elsewhere.21 Discriminating between
the two conﬁgurations was possible from bond length
measurements (Figure S10), which show a (49 ± 5) pm
diﬀerence in the intercarbon distance for the two structures.
The stacking fault causes a lattice contraction of ∼17% across
the defect, as measured directly from AC-TEM images (Figure
S11). This measurement conﬁrms that the Frank’s energy
criterion1 for dislocation dissociation is satisﬁed for the
observed partials, the calculations for which are shown in the
Supporting Information.
The favorability for partial dislocation formation, as
established by Burger’s vector analysis and adherence to
Frank’s criterion, is further supported by strain analysis of the
defect. Geometric phase analysis (GPA)22 from images of
partial and perfect dislocations (Figures 2a−f) provides lattice
phase maps and components of the symmetric strain tensor
(Figures S13−S16). In general, partials form to reduce the
strain energy, redistributing the strain from a single, high strain
point defect along a line. This can be seen from the εxx strain
components, which show a lower lattice strain for the partial
dislocation core (Figure 2g). Selecting the εxx component
ensures that there is a negligible strain contribution to the
component from the stacking fault as analysis of the other
strain components, such as εyy (Figure 2c), demonstrates that
the stacking fault itself generates signiﬁcant strain (Figure 2h).
The energetic favorability for partial dislocation formation is
broadly a competition between the energy gain arising from
dissociation of a perfect dislocation into partials, such as from
strain reduction and bonding reconstructions, and the energy
cost of generating the linking stacking fault, the stacking fault
energy (SFE).1 This latter energy cost acts to limit the stacking
fault length, and hence the partial dislocation separation. Our
data show a steady reduction in the observed separation length
to a maximum of ∼8 nm (Figure 2i), although greater
separations can be achieved through the formation of 60°
lattice switches in the stacking fault line (Figure S17). The
relative magnitude of the SFE also provides an explanation for
the temperature dependence of partial dislocation formation; if
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Figure 2. (a) AC-TEM image (700 °C) and (b, c) GPA calculated εxx and εyy strain maps of a partial dislocation pair. (d) AC-TEM image (room
temperature) and (e, f) GPA calculated εxx and εyy strain maps of a perfect dislocation. Scale bars are 0.5 nm. Strain color scale is +0.5 (white/yellow)
to −0.5 (white/blue). Radial intensity proﬁles of (g) the εxx strain component and (h) the εyy strain component for the perfect and partial
dislocation. (i) Distribution of partial dislocation separations (stacking fault lengths). (j) Schematic of suspended graphene at room temperature
(top) and high temperature (bottom), with thermal expansion of the supporting Si3N4 putting the graphene in tension. (k) DFT calculated energies
for perfect and partial dislocation structures for diﬀerent levels of lattice contraction. (l) Proﬁle view of DFT geometry optimized perfect and partial
dislocation structures.
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Figure 3. (a−c) AC-TEM sequence of kink assisted glide of a partial dislocation (700 °C). Scale bar 0.5 nm. Time stamps are (a) t = 0 s, (b) 16 s,
and (c) 57 s. (d−f) Atomic models of parts a−c. (g−j) Atomic models indicating intermediate structures and bond rotations to transition from parts
d to e. Illustrations of dislocation glide in (k) a perfect dislocation and (l) a partial dislocation.

the SFE were to have an inverse temperature dependence23
partial dislocation formation would only be favored at higher
temperatures, when the SFE cost is suﬃciently low to be oﬀset
by the energy saving due to dissociation.
To explain this inverse temperature dependence it is
necessary to consider two factors: (i) the planar nature of
graphene allows the formation of out-of-plane distortions to
release strain, as has been observed for perfect dislocations in
graphene;15 (ii) the thermal expansion coeﬃcient of graphene
is several orders of magnitude smaller than that of the
supporting Si3N4 thin-ﬁlm (10−6 K−1 for silicon nitride thin
ﬁlms24 vs 10−8 K−1 at 700 °C for graphene25), thus graphene
suspended across the membrane holes experiences increasing
biaxial tension with rising temperature (Figure 2j) due to the
biaxial expansion of the Si3N4 support. This has been clearly
demonstrated with SEM and AFM measurements by Bao et
al.26 Overall, the combination of these two factors suggests that
rises in temperature would increase the formation energy of
perfect dislocations, due to the stiﬀening of the graphene sheet
inhibiting the out-of-plane distortions required to reduce the
strain energy. DFT calculations performed for various levels of
lattice contraction, to imitate the stiﬀening eﬀect at increased
temperature, show that the partial dislocation stacking fault
structure incurs less of an energy penalty under stiﬀer
conditions (Figure 2k), due to the stacking fault requiring
less out-of-plane distortions to be stable. This is evident from
the DFT geometry optimized models, which show more
pronounced warping for perfect dislocations (Figure 2l and
Figure S18). To summarize, the SFE reduces with increased
temperature due to the stacking fault structure of the partial
dislocation pair being preferable under high biaxial strain
conditions than the perfect dislocation, conditions which arise
from the thermal expansion mismatch between graphene and
the supporting substrate. Consequently the reduction in SFE
with increasing temperature makes the formation of partials
more favorable at high temperatures.
The dislocation partials were observed to migrate by both
glide and climb transformations. Partial dislocation glide was
mediated through the zipper-like movement of kinks along the

855 stacking fault between partials, shifting the partial to an
adjacent lattice line (Figure 3a−f, Figures S19−S24).1,27 We
propose that kink migration occurs via a repeating sequence of
two Stone−Wales (SW) bond rotations, with each pair of
rotations leading to the shift of a single 855 unit to an adjacent
lattice line (Figure 3g−i). This is supported by tight-binding
molecular dynamics (TBMD) (Movie S2) and by DFT, which
ﬁnds modest energy barriers for the ﬁrst and second SW
rotation of 5.5 and 4.6 eV, respectively (Figure S20). The kink
assisted migration process conserves atoms, and thus a
dislocation glide, however the glide direction is orthogonal to
that for perfect dislocation glide (Figure 3, parts k and l).
Partial dislocation climb occurs by the removal (or addition)
of atoms (Figure 4a−d). Sputtering of carbon from the ﬁvemembered rings requires 9 to 12 eV,28 signiﬁcantly less than

Figure 4. (a−d) AC-TEM sequence of partial dislocation climb
through sequential atom removal (700 °C). Time stamps are (a) t = 0
s, (b) 96 s, (c) 113 s, and (d) 141 s. Scale bar is 0.5 nm. Diagrams
illustrating dislocation climb through atom loss in (e) a perfect
dislocation and (f) a partial dislocation. Climb directions are reversed
for atom addition.
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the maximum energy (∼16 eV) that can be transferred by an 80
kV electron beam. The removal of atoms separates the partial
dislocation cores (Figures S25 and S26).20 Climb for perfect
dislocations similarly results in an increased separation of the
dislocation from its partner (Figure 4e). Quenching of a perfect
dislocation can be achieved through successive atom addition
climbs until it meets and annihilates with its partner. This
occurs when materials are annealed; elevated temperatures
increase the climb rate through self-interstitials migrating and
coalescing with dislocations, thereby accelerating dislocation
removal.1 However, when annealed a partial pair will instead
move toward each other to form a perfect dislocation, rather
than moving toward the partner dislocation (Figure 4f). In this
way dislocation annihilation is inhibited. Our observations
suggest that annealing graphene will result in the dissociation of
dislocations into partials, which may then primarily use the
lower energy kink migration process (Figure 3l) to annihilate.
The formation of partial dislocations in graphene at
temperatures of 500 °C or more will have implications for
the development of suitable annealing processes, as our
observations show that distinct dislocation diﬀusion mechanisms become dominant in the high temperature regime. Away
from graphene, interestingly our dislocation studies show
similarities with the theoretically modeled structures of 30°
partials in silicon,29 and we have also found limited evidence for
the formation of the 90° reconstructed partial analogue in
graphene (Figure S27).30 Similar partial dislocation type
mechanisms are expected to occur in other two-dimensional
materials as well,31 and so it will be of particular interest to
investigate if the migration mechanisms identiﬁed here are
applicable to these other 2D and 3D materials.
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